
There are two things I wanted to do. I wanted to show the things that had

to be corrected. I wanted to show the things that had to be appreciated.

Lewis Wickes Hine

This book aims to examine the complexity of activist photography,

philosophically, historically, and as it is currently practiced. In this

book, the word activism is interchangeable with advocacy. Activism, as

used throughout, does not refer to strident political action, the common

inference in Europe. An activist photograph can be subtle and persuasive,

or it can be confrontational. This book will explore both. Activist

photography is intent and process. It is an act and a filter through which a

photographer perceives the world. It is a passionate voice and a moral

vision. “Sometimes it is the responsibility of the photographer to make a

call for action,” says award-winning photographer Jonathan Torgovnik,

best known for his project Intended Consequences, about the mass rape

of Tutsi women during the Rwanda genocide in 1994 (Figure 0.2).1

Torgovnik’s own call to action occurred on assignment for Newsweek

magazine when he was photographing Tutsi women who had contracted

AIDS as a consequence of being raped by theHutus in the aftermath of the

Rwanda genocide. Torgovnik realized that the real story was the

complicated relationship that these women had with the children they

bore as a consequence of the rape. He returned to Rwanda to produce a

photo essay on those women and their children, but was so moved by

the stories they told him that when he returned to New York City, he

formed Foundation Rwanda.2 To date, Foundation Rwanda has raised

more than a million dollars to help pay for the secondary-school education

of these children born of rape. An activist photographer such as

Torgovnik cannot not see the world in political terms. He is driven both

by history and the desire to change an inequity, underscored by the

belief that it can be changed.

Why are some photographers driven to change, willingly putting

themselves in difficult and dangerous situations to document the “thing”

that must be corrected? Philosophers have contemplated the question of

activism from the perspective of civil engagement. Some suggest that

activism has ethical undertones, based on John Locke’s ideas of the

“fiduciary trust,” explained in his Second Treatise of Government.

A Lockean citizen—the “citizen trustor”—is endowed with moral acumen

and is obligated to detect breaches in the fiduciary trust. Locke did not

consider this civil engagement to be a choice: “[a]s every man has a power

to punish the crime, to prevent its being committed again, by the right

he has of preserving all mankind and doing all reasonable things he can in

order to that end.”3 In these passages, Locke defined a “crime” as any

violation of natural law. With that definition, maybe we should consider

an activist photographer today as a contemporary version of Locke’s

citizen trustor, an engaged citizen with a camera, ever vigilant for those

times when fairness and equity are being violated by the state. Rather

than using the power of the camera to “punish” the crime, an activist

photographer captures it, freezes it, and immortalizes it so it becomes

evidence of the crime, showing the thing that has to be corrected.

Surely today, fairness and equity are being violated to degrees

unimaginable in a supposedly evolved twenty-first-century world. For

example, more than three billion people in the world live on less than

$2.50 a day. More than one billion people lack access to clean water, and

almost three billion lack basic sanitation. In Rwanda in 1994, in just 100

days, Hutus slaughtered 800,000 of their fellow Tutsis and brutally gang

raped thousands of Tutsi women. Today, in the Democratic Republic of

the Congo, the United Nations peacekeeping forces are powerless to stop

the systemic rape of women (in one town, Shabunda, 70 percent of the

women reported being raped).4 More than 27 million people are modern-

day slaves. More than one million children are exploited by the global

commercial sex trade annually, and more than 800,000 people are

trafficked across international borders every year (Figure 0.3).5 And these

are just a few examples. In a slight rewrite to the famous quote attributed

to Mary Harris “Mother” Jones—Don’t mourn, photograph6—these

activist citizen trustors seek out the things that need to be corrected,

and the world needs them to do that.

Noted German philosopher Jürgen Habermas posited that political

morality is redemptive and that ethical activism drives social evolution or

social change. If political morality is redemptive, then perhaps

redemption underlies activism intended to engender social change. While

some critics or cynics would suggest that a degree of self-abnegation
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FIGURE 0.2 Jonathan Torgovnik, Untitled from Intended Consequences. #Jonathan Torgovnik/ Reportage
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drives most activist intent, self-abnegation is a pejorative criticism.

To the extent that causes, concerns, and issues extend beyond the

sphere of one’s own life, it’s also possible that activists believe that

what benefits society also benefits them. So accepting the difficulty

and danger inherent in most conflict situations in the quest of the

photograph isn’t self-sacrificing; it is being an engaged citizen.

“It is our responsibility to do something because we live here. It is

an ethical issue of conscience,” said Larry Towell,7 a self-proclaimed

activist photographer, during a panel discussion on human rights

photography at New York University.8 Towell, who has spent his

career focusing on human rights, also noted that he didn’t think he’d

“changed anything,” but that didn’t matter to him. He described

success in human rights reportage as “being involved in the process of

change” even if he didn’t see the result. For him, as others, activism

is more about the means than the end. The end is a promise that activists

seldom see.

Because photographs work in several registers of ritual and

response, employing photography as an activist tool is not a new conceit.

Almost from the time it was invented, photography was recognized by

both photographers and social activists as a great “activist” tool for people

who wanted to expose social injustices. Activists and reformers used

the camera as a research tool and as an instrument for social reform, as

this book will explore. Some historians think that the first “activist”

images were calotypes made in 1840 by the Scots team of David Octavius

Hill and Robert Adamson (known generally as Hill and Adamson) in

Newhaven, Scotland, a small fishing village outside Edinburgh. Although

FIGURE 0.3 Dana Popa, Untitled from Not Natasha. Image courtesy of Dana Popa
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Adamson was more interested in pushing the artistic envelope of the

calotype,9 the “candid” documentary portraits he produced of the

fisherfolk are now considered to have sparked the idea that photography

could be used as a tool for social awareness, if not social change. In 1877,

British photographer John Thomson’s images were used to illustrate a

report, Street Life in London, written by social activist Adolphe Smith

Headingly (who wrote as Adolphe Smith) to raise awareness among

middle-class Britons about the reality of the lives of the urban poor so they

would support efforts to improve working-class conditions. Historians

credit the report for the construction of an embankment to stop the

flooding on the Thames River that periodically would devastate the lives of

the poor who lived along its banks.

Although sometimes photographs were not originally made with an

activist intent (as with Hill and Adamson), early American photographers

actively took photographs to expose social inequities. Photography as

activism was more central to the history of American photography in the

late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries because of the existing

social conditions. Although millions of Europeans migrated to the United

States in search of a “better life,” the reality they encountered was

different: The United States was recovering from post–Civil War economic

depressions, leaving the new immigrants underemployed, exploited,

living in squalid tenement conditions, or jobless and homeless. Jacob

Riis, a carpenter from Denmark who personally experienced these

conditions, eventually photographed them with the intent to expose the

situation. President Theodore Roosevelt, then police commissioner of

New York City, stated that Riis was one of “the most useful citizens in

New York.”10 Lewis Hine was a crusader for children’s rights. Between

1907 and 1918, while working for the National Child Labor Committee

(NCLC), he made more than 5,000 photographs of children working in

factories, mines, mills, and canneries. These photographs influenced

Congress to pass the Child Labor Law. However, other photographers

whose work seems activist do not always think of themselves as activists.

Eugene Richards, for example, who has spent his career making

photographs that this author andmost of his contemporaries would clearly

identify as activist, says he is a journalist, or at least that he doesn’t

think of himself as an activist when he is shooting. Sometimes

photographs that we now consider to be fine art were taken with an activist

intent. For example, Ansel Adams’ photographs, taken for a book

published in 1936, Sierra Nevada: The John Muir Trail, and used as

evidence when he testified in Congress to help secure National Park

protection for Sequoia and Kings Canyon, now can command a six-figure

price on the fine art market.11

This book also seeks to dissect the difference between activist

documentary photography and nonactivist documentary photography

because most contemporary activist photography, both single image and

multimedia, is of the documentary genre. Maybe activist photography

begins at the point that a photographer thinks beyond the photograph, or

when the photograph is not the end, rather the means to a solution even if

the solution is nebulous. For that activist work that is documentary, this

book seeks to affirm the value and relevance of documentary photography,

which has been increasingly challenged by photographic critics in the

past 15 years. In this digital age, critics question the relevance and

veracity of the documentary image because it is so easy to seamlessly

manipulate an image and because of the seemingly blurry moral line

of editors and photographers.12 Critics have declared traditional

documentary dead many times, or if not dead, passé as a new generation

of artists have coopted the genre of “documentary” by discarding

process concerns and only emulating its aesthetic with images that are

manipulated, staged, and constructed. So if images of horror, pain,

and suffering are sold as art, and artists chose the documentary aesthetic

with no connection to conscience or compassion, what power and veracity

does a true documentary image have?

With the ubiquitous nature of social media as a main source of

information, informed by the content posted by every “citizen

photojournalist”13 with a cell phone or a flip camera, even the

professionalism of the documentary photographer is under assault. In the

last chapter of this book, the reader will discover that documentary

photography is not dead. It is vibrant and vital and being practiced by a

new generation of very smart and very brave photographers. More than

ever before, the world needs professional photographers to record the

issues threatening our planet, to be the moral witness of the evil that man

still is capable of doing to man.
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Philosophy and psychology
“The contemplation of things as they are without error without confusion,

without substitution or imposture is in itself a nobler thing than a whole

harvest of inventions.”1

Sir Francis Bacon

Since the documentary genre comprises the majority of activist

photography, it is important to define documentary for the purposes of

this book. The definition of documentary photography in the twenty-

first century is complex, multilayered, and nuanced. It is both process

and aesthetic and applies to a broad range of imagery, from traditional,

straight reportage-type images to the manipulated faux documentary

images that appear on gallery walls. To some degree, all photography is

documentary because all photographs document something. Each

photograph is evidence of something that appeared in front of the camera.

Walker Evans qualified the difference between a photographic document

and documentary photography: “When you say documentary, you have to

have a sophisticated ear to receive that word. It should be documentary

style, because documentary is police photography of a scene and a

murder . . . that’s a real document. You see, art is really useless, and a

document has use. And therefore, art is never a document, but it can

adopt that style. I do it. I’m called a documentary photographer. But that

presupposes a quite subtle knowledge of this distinction.”2

As documentary practice has evolved, and as our critical

understanding of how images function has become more sophisticated,

Evans’ distinction resonates. Even though documentary applies to

many types of photography today, the word documentary to describe

photography dates only to the early to mid-1900s. Most historians credit

Scots filmmaker and critic John Grierson with first applying the word

documentary in 1926 to describe Robert Flaherty’s nonfiction filmMoana

about the daily life of a Polynesian youth. Grierson noted that the film

presented facts without any fictional overtones,3 suggesting that

authenticity is fundamental to documentary work, that documentary

suggests an interest in the actual, not the subjective, and acknowledging

that documentary’s Latin word root is doc, doct, or docere, meaning

“to teach” or “instruct.”4 Grierson elaborated, describing documentary

as “. . . the selective dramatization of facts in terms of their human

consequences,”5 also setting the stage for the subsequent discussions

about documentary and the myth of objectivity. In 1938, photographer

Edward Steichen, when reviewing some photographs from the Farm

Security Administration’s (FSA) Photography Unit, wrote that the

photographers produced a series of “. . . the most remarkable human

documents that were ever rendered in pictures” because they were so

direct that “they made many a citizen wince,” leaving the viewer with a

“feeling of a living experience” not soon forgotten.6 As Grierson did for

film, Steichen defined a new genre of photography—documentary—that,

although fact based, succeeds best when it informs both the intellect and

the emotions. The word documentary stuck because it aptly described the

type of social reform photography common in America in the 1930s,

represented by the early social reform photographers such as Jacob Riis

and Lewis W. Hine. Their photographs were rooted in the fact of the thing

(poverty, horrific living conditions, child labor), but the photographers

knew that they needed to elicit emotion from their viewers because they

understood that emotion provokes action.7 They also understood that

for an emotion to be valid the photograph must present and represent

actual facts in a vivid and credible manner.8

The quest for a definition of documentary continued. In 1938,

the word made its way into the lexicon of photographic history when

Beaumont Newhall identified documentary as a means, not an end—an

approach to a photograph, not the photograph itself. Newhall, then head

of the Department of Photography at the Museum of Modern Art in

New York City, wrote that the documentary photographer is “first and

foremost . . . a visualizer. He puts into pictures what he knows about, and

what he thinks of, the subject before his camera. . . . But he will not

photograph dispassionately. . . . He will put into his camera-studies

something of the emotion which he feels toward the problem, for he

realizes that this is the most effective way to teach the public he is

addressing. After all, is this not the root-meaning of the word ‘document’

(docere, ‘to teach’)?”9 In 1972, the Time Life Library of Photography’s

volume on documentary photography defined documentary as “a

depiction of the world by a photographer whose intent is to communicate
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something of importance— to make a comment—that will be understood

by the viewer.”10 In his book Doing Documentary Work, psychiatrist

Robert Coles riffs more poetically on the documentary genre:

And so it goes then—doing documentary work is a journey, and is a little

more, too, a passage across boundaries (disciplines, occupational

constraints, definitions, conventions all too influentially closed for

traffic), a passage that can become a quest, even a pilgrimage, a

movement toward the sacred truth enshrined not only on tablets of stone,

but in the living hearts of those others whom we can hear, see and get to

understand. Thereby we hope to be confirmed in our own humanity—the

creature on this earth whose very nature is to make just that kind of

connection with others during the brief stay we are permitted here.11

In his essay from Engaged Observers in Context, Brett Abbot

defines documentary as a term “. . . used loosely to refer to a wide variety

of practices in which the subject matter of a picture is at least as

important as its manner of portrayal.”12 He dissects the complexity of

the genre, noting that it applies to a “remarkably diverse array of

pictures, including landscape and architectural documentation of the

nineteenth century . . . Western survey photography . . . socially engaged

work . . . portrait projects . . . ethnographic studies; street photography;

war photography of all periods; mug shots and crime-scene pictures.”13

If we accept Abbot’s description, we’re back to the notion that a lot of

photography is, or can be considered, documentary, keeping in mind

Evans’ subtle distinction.

Even with this expansive definition, traditional documentary—

unvarnished, straight, and unrepentant in its quest for truth—has been

under attack for more than a decade by postmodern photographic critics

and theorists, most notably Martha Rosler and Allan Sekula. The general

assertions that photographs are not simple records, that they are not

evidence, and that they can’t be objective lead critics to challenge the very

nature of documentary work. If, as critics claim, all photographs are

suspect, contextual, complex layers of symbols and meanings laden with

the photographer’s hidden agenda, then how can documentary be truthful

and representational? Critics claim that straight photography is boring

and passé. Yet in spite of this criticism, documentary photography is

thriving, and documentary photographers are still faithful to the notion

of a truth, although maybe not the truth, and still pledge an allegiance

to the idea that photographs can and should be rooted

in the moment, not directed, not staged, and not

manipulated. Even the sincerity of wanting to effect

social change does not shield documentary work from

the savages of criticism; rather it evokes another

accusation that the documentary photographer who

photographs a foreign culture perpetrates a visual form

of colonialism. Rosler, in particular, criticized the idea

of social documentary as a practice because it was not

revolutionary enough: “Documentary photography has

become much more comfortable in the company of

moralism than wedded to a rhetoric or program of revolutionary

polities.”14 In her seminal 1981 essay, In, Around, and Afterthoughts

(On Documentary Photography), Rosler claimed that documentary

photography doesn’t ever “change” anything; rather it simply transfers

information about a “group of powerless people” (the subjects; otherwise,

they wouldn’t be photographed) to a much more powerful group (the elite

gallery goers or viewers). “The exposé, the compassion and outrage, of

documentary fueled by the dedication to reform has shaded over into

combinations of exoticism, tourism, voyeurism, psychologism, and

metaphysics, trophy hunting—and careerism. . . . The liberal documentary

assuages any stirrings of conscience in its viewers the way scratching

relieves an itch and simultaneously reassures them about their relative

He will put into his camera-studies
something of the emotion which he feels
toward the problem, for he realizes that
this is the most effective way to teach the
public he is addressing.
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wealth and social position; especially the latter, now that even the veneer

of social concern has dropped away from the upwardly mobile and

comfortable social sectors.”15

Only those born into or those from a culture or community can truly

understand that culture or community, or so it goes; hence, only the insider

has the right to photograph inside that culture. This specious argument

ignores the reality that insider truth is not necessarily more accurate than

outsider truth. Misrepresentation, intrusion, and exploitation are as likely

to occur when an “insider” photographs as when an “outsider” does. In

fact, the outsider by the very nature of being an outsider may be more

cognizant of thedanger of exploitation. “There is anunsigned contractwith

the subject[s] that Iwill respect theessenceof their experience. Iwant tobe

true to the truthofwhat Ihaveexperienced, interactingwith theworldwitha

degree of integrity, trying to understand culture and people and how the

situation, the conflict, impacts human beings,” says Natan Dvir, an Israeli

photographer who has won acclaim for his series Eighteen, portraits of

young Arabs living in Israel.16 “Although I lived in Israel and photographed

it most of my life, I felt I did not really know or understand its large Arab

minority, born into an identity crisis. Most individuals I approached

expressed great skepticismaboutmyproject—‘Whywould a Jewish person

be interested in investigating an Arab person’s life?’ The initial tension

waned down in most cases leading to interesting interaction.”17

Fresh eyes may see more and tell more because an outsider has no

emotional need to show only the positive aspects of a culture or only the

politically “correct” side of an issue. Documentary photographers can be

visually ruthless and unsympathetic when the situation does not merit

sympathy. For example, for more than 10 years, Marcus Bleasdale has

been photographing the effects of the brutality inflicted by the Lord’s

Resistance Army (LRA) on the civilian populations in the Democratic

Republic of the Congo (DRC), Central African Republic, and Uganda.18

The LRA, surely the most ruthless and vicious of Uganda’s rebel groups, is

most well known for abducting children as “recruits” (they have abducted

more than 3,054 children since 2008 according to Human Rights

Watch and United Nations documentation)19 and mutilating those not

abducted with a trademarked hacking off of ears, lips, and limbs. “What

I’ve seen there is devastating,” says Bleasdale, a member of VII Photo

Agency. “It is extraordinarily important that these people in these

forgotten zones have a voice and that the United States fulfills its

obligation under the bill that President Obama signed that pledges to

provide money and logistical support to finally end the LRA’s reign.”20

Bleasdale is a model for the contemporary activist. His work on human

rights and conflict has been shown at the United States Senate, the

United Nations, and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in France.

Many other issues and conflicts benefit from an outsider voice, or

maybe could be told by only an outsider who sometimes has more

access, funding, and the means to distribute the work. It’s hard to

imagine how Rosler’s completely disenfranchised and powerless groups

could find the means to transfer information about themselves. Walter

Astrada credits being foreign with getting him access for his award-

winning photographs depicting the endemic violence against women in

India. The project, partly funded by the Alexia Foundation, was exhibited

at the 2010 Visa pour l’Image in Perpignan, France. “In India, if you are

foreign, it helps because they are very conservative. They would grant

me, as an ‘other,’ access that would not be granted to an Indian

photographer,” says Astrada, now a member of Reportage by Getty.21

Larry Towell, renowned documentary photographer and a member

of Magnum Photos, carries a business card that reads simply “Human

Being.” That is the point, really. As a human being who cares deeply about

humanity, Towell, as an outsider, can still bring an insider sensibility. He

believes in very long-term photographic projects because he wants to be

so familiar with the cultures that he photographs that they cease to be

exotic.22 Beginning in 1986, he traveled to El Salvador as part of a human

rights delegation and spent more than 12 years photographing the civil

war and the aftermath. He also has spent years photographing in the

Middle East, and more recently, Mennonite migrant workers from Mexico

who live landless and economically marginalized near his home in

Canada. Towell developed such a close “insider” relationship with the

Mennonites that they allowed him to travel with them on their annual

journeys back to Mexico in the winter.

Activist photographer Susan Meiselas, known for her coverage

of the war in Nicaragua and her documentation of human rights

issues in Latin America, insisted that her 1981 monograph, Nicaragua,
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the result of a two-year project, be published in

both Spanish and English because she felt

deeply connected to the situation in Nicaragua. In

2004, she returned to Nicaragua with 19 mural-sized

images of those original photographs and collaborated

with local communities to install the work in public

spaces to create a dialogue about collective

memory.23

The tenor of postmodern criticism of

documentary work has become just snarky because it ignores the fact

that documentary photographs are as pure as photography can be. They

function as a social lens and can be both a “mirror” and a “window.”24

A documentary photograph makes the random, accidental, and

fragmentary details of everyday existencemeaningful while preserving the

actual details of the scene. It simultaneously hosts an internal dialogue

(content, style, the transformation of reality into a two-dimensional

representation) andanexternal dialogue that changes as the timechanges.

Today, for example, we look at photographs differently than a nineteenth-

century viewer would. Although rooted in reality and human attempts

at objectivity, documentary photographs are not linear, but then no

photographs are. They are not precise. They are never unequivocal.

A documentary photograph, even a “truthful” one, never really “tells” us

anything. Even though it is rooted in the actual, it suggests and alludes,

like poetry and music. However, documentary photography, as a form

of representational reality, is as close to truth, albeit poetic truth, as

anything other than experience canbe (and evenexperience ismediatedby

memory). Noted essayist Robert Adams wrote a passage about landscape

photography that is as applicable to documentary:

“Landscape photography can offer us, I think, three

verities—geography, autobiography and metaphor.

Geography is, if taken alone, sometimes boring,

autobiography is frequently trivial, andmetaphor canbe

dubious. But taken together . . . the three kinds of

information strengthen each other and reinforce what

we all work to keep intact—an affection for life.”25

That affection for life, passion, a personal urgency that can be

quelled only by making images of a certain issue, drive documentary

photographers and more so activist photographers who work in a

documentary genre. To paraphrase F. Scott Fitzgerald (from his short story

“The Rich Boy”), documentary photographers are different from you and

me. Psychologists suggest that a person’s mental context informs the

degree to which that person involves herself or himself in activism or

social movements. As humans, our mental context emerges from all the

elements in our culture that surround us, that are outside us, often

unknown to us, that gradually become part of our personalities and

character and transform us into the social beings we become. Who, what,

why, and when we care about an issue enough to endure whatever physical

hardship it will take to photograph it emerge from the complexity of our

lives. Activists, as a group, are more empathetic, maybe, more often

moved by what they see. It’s harder for them to look away. “[When you’re]

a journalist, the ground rule is that you don’t get involved. You are there

to cover the story,” says Kristen Ashburn. “I struggle with that because

being a human being trumps everything and sometimes I can’t just

They are not precise. They are never
unequivocal. A documentary photograph,
even a “truthful” one, never really “tells”
us anything.

Larry Towell, renowned documentary
photographer and a member of Magnum
Photos, carries a business card that reads
simply “Human Being.”
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walk away.”26 Although Ashburn admits to being uncomfortable with

the “activist” label, shehas repeatedly usedherphotographs in variousways

to raise money to help people or groups she has photographed.27

As a group, activist photographers are uniquely comfortable in their

own skin, secure enough to work and live in different cultures, places, and

social milieus. They have a preternatural ability to relate to and connect

to people, a key trait because the subject of a documentary photograph

is never the “issue”; it is the person or place impacted by the issue.

Genocide is an abstract idea, but it becomes personal through Jonathan

Torgovnik’s photographs of, and interviews with, Tutsi women who are

rape victims and survivors of the Rwandan genocide. The deeply personal

stories they tell Torgovnik in the multimedia piece and book Intended

Consequences occurred only because they trusted him. Activist

photographers also are patient, willing to wait for the contact, for the entry

into the story, for the perfect photograph. As documentary filmmaker

Fred Wiseman says, “If you hang around long enough, you stumble onto

sequences that are funnier, more dramatic, and sadder than anything

you can find, except in great novels. You’re not inventing them. You’re

just lucky enough to be there when they happen.”28

Documentary photographers are brash, determined, brave,

autonomous, independent, resourceful, and enduringly optimistic despite

having seen and experienced the worst face of humankind. “I don’t feel

fear when I am shooting,” says Stephen Dupont, an award-winning

Australian photographer for Contact Press Images, who has photographed

in some of the world’s most dangerous conflict zones, including

Afghanistan, where he has been pursuing a long-term project for 15 years,

and once literally escaped death.29 “I know that sometimes I am

photographing in a dangerous situation, but I block the fear and allow

adrenaline, passion, and excitement to fuel me, or I couldn’t do it and

some stories just have to be told.” For the interviews for his book Rich and

Poor, if necessary, Jim Goldberg would tell his subjects that what they told

him wasn’t frank or interesting enough, to provoke the remarkable

personal confessions he needed.30

One characteristic of activism, I think, is that it is always marked by

a lifetime pursuing long-term personal projects, funded any way possible.

“Since I pay my own way, I don’t cover a story unless I feel strongly

connected to it, so it is always personal for me,” says Dupont, who admits

to having an activist agenda. “If I am not passionate about a story, I won’t

make good photographs.” An activist project might begin as an

assignment, as Stephanie Sinclair’s project on child marriages did, but it

will end months or years later.31 Although seeking “truth,” activist

photographers often admit that they are not objective. “Even if we are

subjective, we are still trying to uncover the truth. I am a seasoned

journalist. I am a professional so I seek honesty, but I am not objective,”

says Stephen Shames,32 an award-winning social documentary

photographer. He is also founder of L.E.A.D Uganda, a nonprofit

organization that supports extraordinary but “forgotten” children in

Uganda, such as AIDS orphans or former child soldiers, and molds them

into leaders by sending them to the best schools and colleges.33

“The difference between documentary and activism is the degree to

which it becomes personal,” says Torgovnik. “Objectivity is not possible.

A photographer always has a point of view.” As media producer Brian

Storm, president of MediaStorm,34 an award-winning multimedia

production studio, says, “I’ve long ago crossed that line of being an

objective journalist. I’m an advocacy journalist. I make no bones about it. I

describe our organization as a purpose-driven organization, not a profit

organization.”35

Activist photographers use the camera to investigate issues and

events from social, cultural, and often psychological perspectives.

Glenn Ruga, cofounder of socialdocumentary.net, another of the new

websites featuring international documentary work, says (describing

human rights photography, but applicable to all activism): “Human rights

photography is actionable, not representational. In other words, the

power of the work is to make change. It’s not strictly to represent

something out there in the world, but the act of presenting this work and

looking at this work itself can make change. . . . Unlike [in] traditional

journalism, we . . . encourage a point of view. The work must be

fundamentally about the subject, not about the photographer.”

Content defines activist photography maybe more than style does,

which is not to suggest that all activist images look the same. Aesthetic

concerns drive contemporary activist photographers, but not to the degree

that the aesthetic overrides the content or the process. “We, as
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photographers, aren’t important,” says Torgovnik. “We are the voice of the

story.” Activist work is all deeply personal, but marked by intellectual

analysis. “I choose to photograph what touches me,” says Sinclair.

Although her initial impulse is an emotion, she rigorously researches

her topics before she shoots, behavior typical of activist photographers.

Ask Bleasdale about his Congo images, and he will tell you about the

economic situation. Ask Walter Astrada about his photographs for

Undesired: “Missing” Women in India, and he will cite the statistics of

how many female fetuses have been aborted in India because families

prefer male children (millions), how many women have been burned or

killed because of dowry disputes (7,000 annually), or the cost of a bride

from a poor family in West Bengal or Bihar ($561 to $2,360).36

An intent to communicateand thephotographer’s unshakablebelief

that the photograph has a unique ability to provoke emotion underlie all

activist photography because the photograph is so uniquely suited to being

able to balance intellectual and sensory understanding. Activists believe

that the viewfinder can—or maybe must—be a political instrument.

“A single image can make a change,” insists Ed Kashi, an award-winning

photographer andmember of the VII Photo Agency,most well known for his

work on the plight of the Kurdish people and the impact the oil industry

has had on the Niger Delta region. Kashi tells a story about a letter he

received from a woman who saw his photograph of a Nigerian boy carrying

a dead goat above his head from his Niger Delta slaughter story

(Figure 1.1). The woman was so moved by the photograph that she and

her church group located the boy and are now paying

fees to send him to school. From a mega perspective,

this one boy’s schooling is a de minimis social change,

but for that one boy, it is a profound, transformative

mega change that did muchmore than simply “transfer

information,” as Rosler suggests is the weakness of

documentary images.

Activist photography is marked by a passionate

voice and amoral vision. “I need a damn good reason—

beyond that it is my work—to make photographs,” says

Kashi. “I am driven by something much deeper than

the image itself.”37 Activists can’t separate

photography and politics. An activist’s “magnetic-truth” north doesn’t

point north exactly; it points to the wrongs that need to be righted. “I have

been working in human rights my whole life, and I don’t think that I have

changed anything, but that doesn’t matter. It is being involved in the

process of change that matters,” says Towell.38

Activist documentary photography does not focus on the familiar,

and the content is not memory and identity, as is the conceit of

contemporary “fine art” documentary, or documentary mode

photography. “Activism is different even than issue-oriented journalism

because activism focuses on solutions,” says Shames. Noted Swiss

documentary photographer Robert Frank said, “Above all, I know that

life for a photographer cannot be a matter of indifference.”39 While

Frank was not speaking directly to activism, his statement stands.

Bleasdale wants his photographs to educate the public and influence

public policy. When asked how he handles the emotional fissures that

occur when a person spends months or years witnessing horrible events,

he says: “What I see has made me angry, and I want to maintain that

anger because the photograph itself is not the end. It is only the first step

in a process to enforce change. If I can channel my anger, I remain

passionate. If I pacify my anger, my job is impossible.”40

Sebastião Salgado, a self-described activist and one of the most

important documentary photographers of the twentieth and twenty-first

centuries, describes photography as an ideal expression of activist ideology:

“Everything that happens in the world must be shown to the other people

What I see has mademe angry, and I want to
maintain that anger because the photograph
itself is not the end. It is only the first step
in a process to enforce change. If I can
channel my anger, I remain passionate.
If I pacify my anger, my job is impossible.
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FIGURE 1.1 Ed Kashi, Untitled from Niger Delta Slaughter, 2006. ªEd Kashi/VII
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around the world . . . this is the function of the vector that the documentary

photographer must have, to show one person’s existence to another. . . . The

most interesting function of this kind of photography is exactly this: to show

and to provoke debate and to see how we can go ahead with our lives. The

photographer must participate in this debate.”41

Activist documentary photography is most essentially the thing

itself, as defined by John Szarkowski in the introduction to the catalog of

the exhibition The Photographer’s Eye. “The first thing the photographer

learned was that photography dealt with the actual; he had to not only

accept this fact, but to treasure it . . . he also learned that the factuality of

his pictures, no matter how convincing and unarguable, was a different

thing than the reality itself. . . . It was the photographer’s problem to see

not simply the reality before him but the still invisible picture, and tomake

his choices in terms of the latter.”42 Activists seek to illuminate that

invisible picture, to amplify that unheard voice, to reveal that untold story.

“Liberty lies in the hearts of men and women, when it dies there, no

constitution, no court can save it,”43 This statement, made in 1944 by

Judge Learned Hand (to date, themost oft-quoted U.S. judge in history) at

a speech commemorating being an American, could describe activist/

advocacy photographers. Activist photographers, particularly those

dealing with human rights photography, are always seeking some

evidence necessary to maintain, retain, or restore liberty for someone

somewhere because they know the truth of Hand’s statement.

Finally, it is important to note that all documentary photography is

not activism. Many great documentary photographers think their only role

is to take the photographs. And activist work is not always documentary

photography, even though that is the subject of this book. For example,

Alfredo Jaar’s extraordinary art pieces depicting the genocides in Rwanda

are as powerful as any documentary photographs of that event, but

they aren’t documentary.44 Shimon Attie, a photographer and video

installation artist whose research focuses on memory, place, and identity,

employs photography, video, sound, and text to introduce the history of

“marginalized and forgotten communities into the physical landscape

of the present.”45 Carlos Motta uses video, installation, and photography

to comment on political events and the effect of those events and to

suggest alternative ways to read and write those histories.

History: early activism
Even though the term documentary was not applied to film or photography

until the early 1900s, the idea of using the camera to document places,

people, and objects dates to photography’s invention. Early photographers

realized that rendering reality was the one thing that the camera could do

better than any other medium, and grasped its unique potential as an

activist tool. One of the first recorded funded “documentary” projects was

the Missions Héliographiques, organized in 1851 by the French

Commission des Monuments Historiques to develop an archive of French

monuments and buildings. The Commission intended to use the

photographs of the decaying buildings to raise money to restore them. For

this early prototype of the FSA project, the French government hired

Gustave Le Grey, Édouard Baldus, Hippolyte Bayard, Henri Le Secq, and

Auguste Mestral, among others, and assigned each to photograph the

decaying buildings in a specific region. Together, the team made more

than 300 images (prints and plates), but most of the images were not

published for almost a century.46 Unfortunately, the project didn’t

succeed in raising money and most of the buildings were not restored,

because ironically the photographers made such beautiful photographs

that the buildings didn’t look as though they needed repair and the public

failed to respond.47

Nineteenth-century British archaeologists and adventurers traded

their pens and sketchpads for daguerreotypes and calotype paper

negatives. Certainly, to them, the camera lens seemed like the perfect

scientific tool to produce an objective record. The documentary dilemma

was then, and still is, that the lens is attached to a camera controlled by a

photographer who is always making subjective judgments that alter the

objective reality of the situation. As Lewis Hine is oft quoted, “While

photographs may not lie, liars may photograph.” Although the early

documentary photographers thought they were rendering reality

objectively, not intending to lie when they manipulated a scene or

even thinking about the subjective/objective dichotomy, contemporary

analysis and critical theory suggest they often “lied.” The critical

analysis about the impact of subjectivity inherent in representational
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reality of a supposedly objective photograph would come long after early

photographers posed, manipulated, staged, and re-created photographs

that viewers long believed were “true” or at least natural.48 Oblivious

to the concerns about subjectivity versus objectivity, these early

documentary photographers mastered their medium, and enamored by

the camera’s ability to record reality, they turned their cameras toward the

social conditions that surrounded them. Because most of the early

photographers, particularly those in Britain, were affluent amateurs, they

were, like their Victorian contemporaries, fascinated by the “working

man,” a new class being formed by the Industrial Revolution. Whether

intentional or not, they made the first “activist” photographs, composing,

staging, and manipulating the scenes as needed by the limitations of

the photographic technology then: slow lenses and slow recording media

that required long exposures.

As with much early photography, our understanding of documentary

history exists only from what has survived because many early plates,

daguerreotypes, and calotypes have been lost. Among what has survived are

the first activist photographs made in Newhaven, Scotland, between 1843

and 1845 by David Octavius Hill and Robert Adamson. Hill, a noted

painter, teamed with Adamson, a chemist and one of Scotland’s first

“professional” portrait photographers, to work with the calotype “paper”

process. Adamson realized that the softer form of the calotype’s paper

negative and its warm sepia to purplish tones had an aesthetic quality

lacking in the more detailed daguerreotype. With Hill’s artistic eye and

Adamson’s technical skills, the team enhanced the aesthetic of the

calotype portrait with a chiaroscuro lighting effect, made by bouncing light

into an outdoor scene with a large concave lens. By suppressing detail

and making light the subject, they injected emotion and atmosphere into

their images. Their lighting technique enhanced the relationship of the

subject to the surrounding space by shifting focus and emphasis to the

person and the expression, not on the detail of the background or objects in

the photograph that would have been highlighted by the daguerreotype.

The team used this technique to produce a remarkable body of

photographs of fisherfolk in Newhaven, an isolated fishing village about a

mile and a half from Edinburgh. Although life was difficult in Newhaven,

the 130 images produced by Hill and Adamson suggest a tightly knit,

interdependent community. Hill and Adamson may have been interested

in photographing Newhaven because the rising industrialization in nearby

Edinburgh focused attention on the poor living conditions of the urban

lower class and they realized the potential of an encroaching poverty

imposed by the traditional fishing village way of life. However, unlike

their portrait work, these images were not commissioned, another

characteristic of activist work: It is most often self-assigned. Photographic

historians generally believe that Hill and Adamson thought they could sell

albums of the prints to their Edinburgh society clients to raise money

to improve boats and fishing tackle to make fishing safer for the fishermen.

In addition to his more typical portraits, although in natural light,

Adamson made candid photographs of daily life: fisherman tending their

boats or fishing lines on the shore (Figure 1.2), fisher wives selling the

catch in the streets, or women gathered in a group to read a letter

(Figure 1.3), the content of which was obviously important as evident from

their facial expressions. Adamson’s images, shot outside in open daylight,

were direct and tightly composed, and felt natural, even though the

images technically required exposures as long as two minutes. Although

the project reinforced existing class distinctions on one hand, it also

elevated some of its subjects to the same status as the affluent Edinburgh

people who Adamson usually photographed in his studio. Rather than

just using generic titles, such as “fisherwoman,” Adamson titled some

of the Newhaven images by the specific person’s name, such as

Mrs. Barbara (Johnstone) Flucker, Opening Oysters (Figure 1.4) or Willie

Liston Redding the Line. One image in particular, titled The Beauty of

New Haven (Figure 1.0), could have been a socialite portrait taken in

his studio, but for the dress the “Beauty” wore. Although it is not

clear whether they succeeded in raising money, Hill and Adamson’s

photographs, which went beyond the simply factual, are a study of a

community on a scale not repeated until the mid-twentieth century, and

they set a standard for what a documentary study could and should be.

Henry Mayhew, a newspaper reporter, expanded the documentary

genre when he produced three volumes titled London Labour and the

London Poor in 1851, illustrated by daguerreotypes he commissioned

photographer Richard Beard to take. The daguerreotypes, which

unfortunately did not survive, were made into woodcuts for the book.
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FIGURE 1.2 Robert Adamson, David Octavius Hill, Newhaven Fisherboy, �1845. Calotype print, 5 ½ x 76

/

10 in., Library
of Congress, Washington, D.C. Public Domain
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FIGURE 1.3 Robert Adamson, David Octavius Hill,Newhaven Fisherwomen, “The Letter,”�1845. Salted Paper Print, 14.6 x 19.7 cm. Courtesy of George Eastman House, International
Museum of Photography and Film
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FIGURE 1.4 Robert Adamson, David Octavius Hill, Mrs. Barbara (Johnstone) Flucker, Opening Oysters, Salted Paper
Print, 20 x 14.6 cm. Courtesy of George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography and Film
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The woodcuts, which look like sketches, eliminate the backgrounds so the

photographs almost look as though they could have been taken in a studio.

The book combined the woodcuts with field interviews of London’s urban

poor, which became a model for the grand tradition of sociological

documentation made famous by the epic collaboration between writer

James Agee and photographer Walker Evans: Let Us Now Praise Famous

Men. Continuing in Adamson’s and Mayhew’s tradition, Scots

photographer John Thomson also produced a photographic survey of

London’s poor, working with writer and social reformer Adolphe Smith

(Headingley). Their collaboration, Street Life In London, was originally

published in 1877 in 12 monthly installments and then later as a book.

They acknowledged Mayhew’s work, considering theirs to be a sequel

and also intending to raise awareness of the working poor. In the report,

Smith argued that the “indisputable precision of this report will show real

cases of London poverty, without adding or subtracting from the true

lives of the poor.”49

This “true” life came in part from Thomson’s belief that the camera

should produce an objective document, so, unlike Adamson who used

lighting to enhance the aesthetic of the image, Thomson didn’t use

special lighting techniques. Like Adamson, however, he photographed

people in their natural environment. Each image also was accompanied by

text describing the living and working conditions of the subject. Although

Thomson’s photographs were direct and unadorned, they often were

intense because the viewer is not shielded from the subject by an

aesthetic layer. For example, one of his most powerful images from Street

Life is called The Crawlers and depicts an old woman, sitting on a stoop

asleep or almost asleep with her head resting against a wall (Figure 1.5).50

She’s dressed in tattered clothes, but she’s holding a baby in her arms,

obviously not hers because she is too old. She and the cold, hard-textured

wall she uses as a pillow are the focus of the image, and her fatigue and

utter poverty are palpable. The focus falls off in the background.

Scottish photographer Thomas Annan continued the tradition.

Annan, owner of a photographic business in Glasgow in 1855, was

commissioned by the Glasgow City Improvement Trust to document the

city’s slum areas and squalid living conditions (Figure 1.6), similar to

what Jacob Riis would do later in New York City. Unlike Riis, Annan

approached his work almost architecturally; people usually do not appear

in his images, or if they do, it is peering though a window or a dark

passageway, rendering them small and powerless, reinforcing Annan’s

message about the sheer squalor of their living conditions. These dark,

sad images linger and resonate.

FIGURE 1.5 John Thomson, The Crawlers, 1876–1877. Woodburytype, 32

/

5 x
4½ in. Courtesy of George Eastman House, International Museum of Photography
and Film
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FIGURE 1.6 Thomas Annan, Close, No. 193 High Street, 1868. Carbon print 27.3 x 23 cm. Courtesy of George Eastman
House, International Museum of Photography and Film
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FIGURE 1.7 William Hooper, The Last of the Herd, 1876–1878. Courtesy of The Royal Geographical Society, London
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Other photographers from this era traveled to find images of the

same horrible conditions that activist photographs image today. British

photographer William Hooper shot the first “famine” photographs in

Madras, India, in 1876. Although these images are not as elegant as the

ones shot in the Sahel region of Africa in the 1980s by Salgado, Hooper had

an artistic eye for space and perspective. One of his photographs, titled The

Last of the Herd, has a classic composition (Figure 1.7). A cow, starved to

nothing but skin and bones with its ribs protruding, is so weak it can’t move

and lies about midpoint in the frame. The two peaks of its horns frame

another cow skeleton lying just behind it, in the upper third of the frame.

A man, also reduced to literal skin and bones, stands over the cow, leaning

on a staff, and the viewer can feel the man’s desperate need to get the cow,

probably his only remaining possession, to stand up. The man’s starving

son, also so weak he can’t stand, sits on the ground, almost eye level to the

cow. A barren parched desert comprises the rest of the frame. The Victorian

upper class had never seen this kind of reality (and a hundred years later,

most Americans had the same reaction to Salgado’s images from the

Sahel), and from the responses of the Victorians, photographers realized

the power images had to provoke emotion and compel action.

Anthropologists, scientists, and doctors also realized that the

camera was a wonderful tool for scientific studies, often focusing on

mentally ill patients. Although most were for scientific study, sometimes

the images were used to raise money to benefit the patients. In France,

again, individual daguerreotypes of mental patients taken by an unknown

photographer were printed as one large piece, to advertise a lottery to

benefit the patients.51

Although other photographers photographed social conditions, their

intents were much different. Dr. Thomas John Barnardo, an evangelical

missionary, was the first to use photographs to raise money for charity,

although in his case it was his charity, the “Home for Working and Destitute

Lads.” Between 1874 and 1905, he either produced or commissioned

about 55,000 “before” and “after” portraits printed almost as carte de

visites of the children his home supposedly helped. In the before

photographs, the children were always dirty, barefoot, and dressed in

tattered clothes. In the after photographs, the children appeared clean,

happy, well dressed, and industrious after being rehabilitated by Barnardo.

Although the imageswere effective in raisingmoney, Barnardowas accused

of fabricating the before images by dressing the children in torn clothes

he owned, and posing them in decaying environments not representative of

their real situations. He was brought to court on “charges of capitalizing on

the children by putting them into fictitious settings and altering their

appearances to benefit his fundraising operations.”52 Barnardo refused to

repent, claiming that he was seeking “generic rather than individual truths

about poverty.”53 This idea of generic truth still haunts documentary

photographers today. Viewers still want the camera to tell the truth when in

fact all a photograph can do is tell a truth. While not as unvarnished as

Barnardo styling his images, every choice a documentary photographer

makes (where to stand, what lens to use, where to point the camera, when to

push the shutter, what to include in the rectangular or square viewfinder)

changes the individual truth.54

History: early conflict and
war photography

“I hope to stay unemployed as a war photographer till the end

of my life.”55

Robert Capa, at the end of World War II

Of all the early genres of photography, war photography has an activist

message, intentional or not, because photographs rendered war accessible.

For the first time, the civilian viewer saw actual battlefields littered with

bodies and armaments, or what death really looks like. It never looks heroic.

As imperfect as photography can be, war photography still is viewed as

the best witness to war, because despite technological limitations or

censorship imposed by a government agency, a photographer can make a

photograph only if she or he is physically present. After one experiences

war, even if only through a photograph, it is much harder to be gung-ho. The

war photographs from Vietnam provoked the antiwar movement, and the

Abu Ghraib images in 2004 forever shifted public opinion about the war in

Iraq and tainted America’s image worldwide.

Even though early war photographers were focused on just

physically documenting war, not making activist statements, their
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photographs had an antiwar message, as all war photographs do. What

acclaimed activist photographer W. Eugene Smith said about his World

War II photography rings true for most war photographers: “I wanted to

use my photographs to make an indictment against war. . . . I hoped that

I could do it so well that it might influence people in the future and

deter other wars.”56 As award-winning photographer James Nachtway

says of his decision to become a war photographer, “I was driven by an

inherent sense that a picture that revealed the true face of war would

almost by definition be an antiwar photograph.”57

Prior to the first war photographs, artists depicted war as symbolic

and heroic. The early photographs—daguerreotypes and calotypes—

presented a different reality, a reality of raw, horrific detail, which initially

publishers did not want to publish for fear of offending viewers. The

same debate occurs today: When are war images too gruesome for the

general public? As do today’s conflict photographers, early war

photographers faced philosophical and technical difficulties when they

tried to document the experience of war and the causes and realities of

conflict. In the twenty-first century, the philosophical dilemma arises,

because since 2003, in covering the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan,

photographers have to embed in, or attach themselves to, a military unit.

To be embedded, photographers sign contracts

agreeing not to release photographs unless or until the

military approves them. Photographers travel with and

depend on the troops, which creates a closeness that

poses an inherent conflict of interest. “You try to tailor

your story to what you need; however, you try not to get

the guys in trouble,” says Finbarr O’Reilly, Reuters

chief photographer for West and Central Africa and

winner of the World Press Photo of the Year in 2006.58

When a conflict occurs between what a photographer thinks is an

important underreported truth and the military commander labels

unacceptable, the military prevails if the photographer ever wants to

photograph thatwar again.What amilitary deemsunacceptable can be odd.

When O’Reilly was embedded with a unit in Afghanistan, early onemorning

he shot a photograph of soldiers, waking up and putting on clean white

socks sent by families, not their wet and dirty military-issued socks.59 This

innocuous photograph was banned by the military because white socks

aren’t military issue and so are “unprofessional.”60 O’Reilly, noted for an

activist documentary he coproduced, The Ghosts of Lomako, about

conservation in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, and a documentary

he directed, The Digital Divide, about technology in the developing world,

acknowledges the potential conflict of interest but says, “Photographers go

to places like Afghanistan and get embedded to keep the flow of information

coming, and to document major political developments of our time.”

Other war photographers, such as freelance photographer Zoriah

Miller, who don’t adhere to the rules of an embed are removed from the

embedded position and sometimes banned from all military facilities

throughout the world. Miller’s transgression was to photograph dead and

injured U.S. soldiers killed on June 26, 2008, by a suicide bomber in

Garma, Iraq, in Anbar Province, and post the images on his personal

website (Figure 1.8).61 The images are graphic, but no more so than

most images of dead soldiers. Although the U.S. Army’s official position

is that posting these images created a security risk, it’s clear that

the army prefers a more sanitized version of war of which bodies of

dead or injured soldiers are not dismembered or grotesquely

disfigured.

Early photographers faced a different philosophical dilemma:

how to accurately document conflict with cumbersome equipment

that required sensitized materials that had to be prepared and

developed on the spot and required long exposures. Although an

artist could re-create a scene for maximum effect, photographers were

limited to what happened in front of the lens. So if action couldn’t

happen in front of their lenses, or if it happened too fast for them to

It’s clear that the army prefers a more
sanitized version of war of which bodies
of dead or injured soldiers are not
dismembered or grotesquely disfigured.
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FIGURE 1.8 Zoriah Miller, Untitled, June 26, 2008, Garma, Iraq. Zoriah/www.zoriah.com
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be able to record it, they resorted to finding or staging events that

symbolically replicated what they really had seen. Today, although

we accept the manipulated truth of embedded journalism, staging a

scene or changing too much in digital postproduction would end a

photographer’s career.62

Roger Fenton, a well-bred Victorian gentleman, became the first

serious war photographer. In 1855, the publisher Thomas Agnew &

Sons, under auspices of Her Majesty’s War Office, hired Fenton to travel

to the Crimea to photograph what was then an unpopular war. Fenton

traveled with 700 glass plates packed in shockproof boxes. The wet

collodion plates had to be prepared in advance and processed

immediately, so he equipped his traveling van with five cameras,

several boxes of chemicals, a still, basins, and water tanks, one holding

distilled water. Fenton so believed in the historical importance of what

he was doing that he stayed despite the heat, dust, and general

hardship, until cholera forced him back to England. Shortly after

arriving in Balaklava, he wrote to his friend William Agnew: “I cannot

make up my mind to leave until I have secured pictures of the persons

and subjects likely to be historically interesting.”63

Even with his sense of the historical importance of what he was

doing, Fenton did not make classic war photographs; he photographed the

war discreetly, producing staged portraits of officers in camp, officers on

horseback in full officer regalia, moments of soldiers laughing or eating,

waiting in camp, and war accessories. Fenton knew that these quasi

propaganda photographs of an idyllic and corpse-free war, which did not

represent the experiences he described in letters home, would not offend

the Victorian sensibilities of his patron’s customers.

He did convey some of war’s reality, however, by photographing the

aftermath of battle: desolate and barren battlefields (but without dead

soldiers). One of his most famous photographs, The Valley of the Shadow

of Death (Figure 1.9),64 is a cannonball-strewn landscape of a place

where many British troops were killed, and the inspiration for the Alfred

Lord Tennyson poem “The Charge of the Light Brigade.” When Fenton’s

photograph was exhibited in 1855, the editor of the Photographic Journal

in London who thought the show was “the most remarkable and in certain

respects the most interesting exhibition of photographs ever opened”

described this image “with its terrible suggestions, not merely those

awakened in the memory, but actually brought materially before the eyes,

by photographic reproduction of the cannon-balls lying strewd [sic] like

moraines of a melted glacier through the bottom of the valley.”65 Because

Fenton arrived at the battlefield months after the battle, and because

he took two images of the scene, one without any cannonballs, photo

historians suspect that he and his assistants scattered the all-important

cannonballs, which symbolize the dead soldiers, in the foreground (much

the same way that Mathew Brady and Alexander Gardner re-created Civil

War images).66 Even if Fenton didmove cannonballs, this image, so stark,

so palpably real, had a profound impact on viewers because the

cannonballs as tokens of the violence imparted the physical sense of war.

Other photographers of the Crimean War, many of whom are

unknown, were not as discreet as Fenton. James Robertson, an

accomplished British landscape photographer, produced about

60 images far more explicit than Fenton’s. Other images of maimed

soldiers survived, and although the photographers are unknown, the

antiwar sentiment seems obvious. One portrait, titled Sergeant Dawson,

Grenadier Guards, wounded in the Crimean War, shows Dawson, posed

with his daughter, but he can hug her with only one arm, the other arm

missing, the sleeve hanging empty. Dawson expresses sadness and

resignation; his daughter expresses fear. Some of these unidentified

images have been attributed to British photographer John Jabez Edwin

Mayall (often identified simply as J. E. Mayall), a British society portrait

photographer most well known for making the carte de visite chic in

England when he published The Royal Album, a group of 14 carte portraits

of Queen Victoria, Prince Albert, and other members of the royal family.

The photographs from the CrimeanWar established the importance

of war photography. The viewers who did not look away saw the reality

of war as only photography can show it. War is not heroic. Soldiers are

tired, hungry, and dirty. Men die. Corpses rot in the field. Munitions

destroy the landscape. The wounded and maimed writhe in pain in field

“hospitals.”

The first comprehensive war coverage occurred during the

American Civil War, photographed almost from the early Union defeat at

Bull Run to the Confederate surrender at Appomattox, solidifying the
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FIGURE 1.9 Roger Fenton, The Valley of the Shadow of Death, 1855. Salt print, 107

/

8 x 133/4 in., Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Public Domain
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activist value of photographs as “truthful” eyewitness accounts of war.

Of course, we now know that many images were manipulated and often

re-created long after the actual event for maximum effect and because

the cumbersome photographic technology didn’t allow much else. Even

so, the Civil War photographers exhibited a strong social conscience

(the forbearers of contemporary war photographers) because most of

them were not being paid. For example, Mathew Brady, the most well

known, was a leading New York portrait photographer. When Brady

decided to leave his portrait business and photograph the war, he acted

without financial backing, much like activists today. He assigned

himself the project, in part because he thought the war would be of short

duration, but also because he believed in the role of the camera as

historian and thought the government would eventually buy all the

images. Over the course of the war, Brady invested $100,000 of his own

money, a huge sum in those days, to outfit his team of 20 men, many of

them former employees of his portrait studio, including Alexander

Gardner and Timothy O’Sullivan, both of whom became well known in

their own right. Brady outfitted his “war corps” with two wagons of

cameras and chemicals. The wet plate process they used required them

to plant the camera, focus the lens, coat the plate, expose the plate, and

develop the plate while it was still wet. Given the slow and unwieldy

process, it’s not surprising that they didn’t produce “action”

photographs. It also explains why photographers directed and staged

so many of the Civil War photographs, whether of the aftermath of battle

scenes or those “informal” scenes of daily life in the camp.

Brady was the first photographer to cross the “death” threshold in

1862 when he published images of dead soldiers (many of them staged)

under his name in his collection titled The Dead of Antietam. These photos

offendedmany viewers (and by WWI provoked a blanket ban on any images

of dead Americans) because they were vivid and gruesome images of dead

soldiers. Brady’s penchant for creating, re-creating, or staging “realistic”

and graphic imagery proved financially disastrous. The government bought

only a few of his images initially because it felt that his images were too

“realistic” and bloody to be well received by the civilian viewers and would

hamper the reunification efforts. [Not much has changed today as we still

debate whether newspapers should publish photographs of dead soldiers

from the Iraq and Afghanistan wars as noted during the debate of whether

the Associated Press should have distributed the photograph of the dying

marine, Lance Corporal Joshua Bernard, taken by AP photographer Julie

Jacobson (Figure 1.10).67] One particularly graphic image, Collecting

Remains of the Dead at Cold Harbor (Bodies of Confederate Dead Gathered

for Burial) (Figure 1.11),68 shows in the foreground the gruesome remains

of dead soldiers having been dug up for a proper reburial, skulls attached to

lifeless bones with the soldier’s boots and canteens attached, testifying to

how quickly the soldiers had been buried on the scene. Eventually,

Congress agreed to pay about $25,000 for some of Brady’s collection, but

that wasn’t enough money to discharge the debt he owed to Anthony and

Company, which had supplied him with chemicals throughout the war.

Brady never restored his finances and died a pauper.

Although all his photographs bear his name, Brady didn’t take

all of them. It was just his habit to put his name on the work that his

assistants produced. Given this practice, it is ironic that the “Brady”

photographs compelled Congress in 1865 to extend copyright protection

to photographs.69 Alexander Gardner objected to Brady putting his name

on all photographs, including the ones Gardner took at Antietam

(Figure 1.12), and left Brady’s team to photograph the war himself,

producing some of the war’s most well-known images. He published

them in 1866, along with some of O’Sullivan’s images, in a two-volume

set, Photographic Sketch Book of the War. Among those published was

his infamousHome of a Rebel Sharpshooter (Figure 1.13), an image now

widely accepted as staged. Historians believe that Gardner dragged the

body of a Confederate soldier 40 yards, placed a Springfield musket

(not a sniper’s rifle) in an artful place (critics claim that Gardner always

carried a musket in case he needed a prop), and for maximum effect,

turned the soldier’s head toward the camera so the viewer would be

looking directly into the eyes of the dead soldier, making a strong

statement about the tragedy of the violent and untimely deaths of these

young men.70 Staged or not, the photograph takes us back to that

moment, to that original moment in time and space, when light reflected

from the dead body of the rebel sniper fell on the wet plate. Although

today Gardner and Brady would be excoriated for manipulating their

“reportage” images, given the time, the equipment they carried, and the
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FIGURE 1.10 Julie Jacobson, Untitled, August 14, 2009. Associated Press. #AP Photo/Julie Jacobson
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FIGURE 1.11 Mathew Brady (John Reekie), Collecting Remains of the Dead at Cold Harbor (Bodies of Confederate Dead Gathered for Burial), 1865.
Glass, wet collodion. Library of Congress, Washington, D.C. Public Domain
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FIGURE 1.12 Alexander Gardner, Antietam, Md., Bodies of Confederate Dead Gathered for Burial, 1862. Glass, wet collodion. Library of Congress,
Washington, D.C. Public Domain
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